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INTRODUCTION

• Complex disease traits and clinical phenotypes stem from genetic and environmental influences (e.g. diet,
viral biomolecules/stimuli)

• Problematic self-regulation of the inflammasome may serve as a paradigm

• Inflammatory responses shift a defense mechanism into a perpetuating inflammatory response leading to
disease comorbidities

AIM OF THE STUDY

• Herein, we developed a predictive approach for comorbidities risk assessment that highlight inflammasome-
centered molecular signatures (criterion: disease severity)



METHODS

• An in-depth in silico analysis of disease traits and clinical phenotypes as well as tissue-specific datasets were
integrated with functional data from publicly available data repositories and databases

• R and Python programming languages were employed

• Two strategies were implemented: agnostic and targeted analysis

• Extensive data and text mining for extra filtering of outcomes was followed

• Protein networks revealed missense variants of interest

• Data and text mining were performed to account for biases

• Knowledge graphs were empowered via data integration



RESULTS

• Our approach detected patterns of comorbidities as the net result of genetic and environmental influences 
(e.g. diet, viral biomolecules/stimuli)

• In silico analyses resulted in 1,156 missense variants of key interest either at the orthosteric or allosteric site 
of key proteins



RESULTS



SUMMARY

A predictive evaluation of comorbidity development risk may identify those patients at high risk and thus,
empower optimum patient stratification via inflammasome-centered molecular signatures.
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